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Having a single seater golf buggy should not mean compromising or giving
up on all the comfort and luxury offered by the double seater models.
The Powerhouse Uno is very much based on the design and build of it’s
sister buggy, the Duo. Under the covers of the Uno, the comparison is
very easy to spot. Rack and pinion steering, full digital speed controller unit,
drum brakes and foot operated controls. Once on board you will soon
appreciate how the uno buggy feels and drives just like the larger models.

A joy to Drive. Sometimes seems
a shame to get off to play Golf

Foot operated controls and the positive steering makes your experience a
pleasurable one. This buggy is designed for the single user in mind, but
without giving up on standards or expectations.
We believe your Golf Trolley or Buggy is only as goof as the batteries that power it.
That is why we have specifically designed a set of
batteries purely for this
model. This means the batteries you have fitted to your buggy will perform time and
time again.
The Uno buggy is supplied in Ivory White, displaying the Powerhouse logo.
Full range of
Accessories available.

To compliment the Uno, an array of accessories are available as follows:
Side weather protectors, Alloy wheels, Wooden dashboard, Cup holders,
Windscreen and trailer.

36V 1.2kw Motor

Its all here. So Indulge yourself, with a buggy that packs all the home
comforts you would normally expect from one normally
reserved for the hire market.
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Picture showing
Uno Buggy ready for use.

Picture showing Enclosure
Uses:
Recreational and Processional
Contents:
1 x Uno Golf Buggy.
3 x 48ah Lithium Batteries.
1 x 36v Lithium charger
1 x Roof and Fixing Posts.
1 x Windscreen
1 x Bag Carrier
Tool Kit and Instructions.

Closeup of Uno
Cockpit area.
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Picture showing style only. Actual trailer may differ
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